As the use of 3D tomography in materials science progresses, the detector densities increase, resolutions are improved, and the sheer volume of data collected increases, the community must develop innovative software platforms. The tomviz open source project has been developed over the past five years to offer a powerful image processing pipeline connected to a GPU accelerated 3D visualization engine that works on all major operating systems. The platform offers state-of-the-art reproducible processing pipelines developed collaboratively by Kitware software experts and University of Michigan researchers to address the needs of transmission electron microscopy tomography. Now tomviz is expanding to offer capabilities relevant in related fields of tomography (i.e. computed tomography). From the very beginning the emphasis has been on the development of a powerful image processing/reconstruction pipeline coupled with a highly accelerated 3D rendering engine featuring a user-friendly interface [1] .
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Tomviz provides a pipeline that runs inside the graphical user interface (GUI) in a background thread to enable long-running tasks without freezing the program (Fig. 1 ). Some operators in the pipeline are developed in C++, but most are implemented in Python that can be edited inside the program. The mechanism of embedding Python, operating on views of data from C++, and synchronizing with the graphical thread offer an intuitively simple interface that successfully abstracts many of the complexities of asynchronous task execution, GPU programming, and visualization of the results seamlessly. Once volumetric data is ready to be visualized, the rendering engine offers several visualization modules. These operate on the raw and/or processed data, with options to split the 3D view and lock cameras between two or more perspectives to facilitate comparisons. The hardware accelerated rendering engine uses code developed to execute on the graphics card to efficiently render large 3D volumes using multiple techniques including isosurfaces, volume rendering, slices, outlines and thresholds coupled with quantitative measurement modules such as scale cubes and rulers.
The pipeline offers a rich set of options to from Python operators to graphical controls from within the 3D visualization. Every action taken from reading in raw image stacks, executing the image processing tools, adding visualization modules and specifying lighting parameters can all be recorded in state files (Fig. 2a ). This offers the capability of sharing all data, processing steps, and any editing in a transparent format based on the JSON standard in wide use today. Anyone can download the open source Tomviz program, state file and data to reproduce figures, make changes, and examine all steps offering a unique insight into research.
Recent work has been extending the in-application pipeline execution to offer out of process execution using Docker to aid in reproducibility. A pipeline runner abstracts out the differences between in and out of process execution, creating new possibilities for batch execution of pipelines once they have been validated on very large data sets along with improved reproducibility thanks to the Docker platform. Figure 1 . The internal architecture that simultaneously processes python scripts and visualizations in the GUI. As the python thread executes tomography reconstructions, data is concurrently transferred to the GUI thread to seamlessly update visualization(s) for the user. 
